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ADHD
Profiles hunting and gathering peoples from around the world, and discusses such topics as prehistory,
social life, gender, music and art, health, religion, and indigenous knowledge.

The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Hunters and Gatherers
A practical system for those with ADHD to take back their personal power and embrace their unique
talents for success in the modern world • Explains how those with ADHD grow up wounded by the
negative labels and attitudes surrounding them and their “diagnosis” • Shares simple and fast-acting
techniques from neurolinguistic programming (NLP) to recalibrate painful memories into valuable
learning experiences, re-pattern learned behaviors and negative habits, and discover personal motivation
• Reveals how the novelty-seeking behaviors of those with ADHD are valuable assets to society and
should be embraced rather than suppressed One of the first rules of child-rearing is “condemn the
behavior, not the child.” Yet this commonsense rule doesn’t seem to apply in the case of attention
deficit disorder, or ADHD, where the very name of the condition implies that those labeled with it are
“disordered,” “deficient,” and incapable of paying attention. Those with ADHD grow up wounded, told
by teachers, guidance counselors, even parents that they are dysfunctional and unable to succeed in the
“normal” world. But, as ADHD expert Thom Hartmann explains, those with ADHD are capable of great
success if they can shift the negative self-image created by others and learn to work with their unique
strengths. In this accessible guide for adults with ADHD and the parents and teachers of ADHD
children, Hartmann offers a practical system of useful tools and strategies to heal the damage done to a
person who grew up labeled as “dysfunctional” and help them cope with--and succeed at--daily life. He
explains how the character traits of ADHD were once valuable assets in hunter-gatherer societies and
that the later dominance of agricultural and industrial societies, where “farmer” and “worker” skillsets
excel, left ADHD “hunters” as behavioral outcasts. Sharing simple and often fast-acting techniques from
neurolinguistic programming (NLP), Hartmann explains how those with ADHD can take back their
personal power, recalibrate painful memories into valuable learning experiences, shed fears and negative
habits, and rebuild their self-image in a positive way. By integrating the strategies in this book into daily
life, those with ADHD can transform their way of responding to the world, discover personal
motivation, and teach their children to do the same. As Hartmann reveals, it is not ADHD that needs to
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be healed but our attitudes toward those born with the “hunter” gift.

The Neurofeedback Solution
An updated edition of the classic self-help book for people with Attention Deficit Disorder! With over a
quarter million copies in print, You Mean I'm Not Lazy, Stupid or Crazy?! is one of the bestselling
books on attention deficit disorder (ADD) ever written. There is a great deal of literature about children
with ADD. But what do you do if you have ADD and aren't a child anymore? This indispensable
reference—the first of its kind written for adults with ADD by adults with ADD—focuses on the
experiences of adults, offering updated information, practical how-tos and moral support to help readers
deal with ADD. It also explains the diagnostic process that distinguishes ADD symptoms from normal
lapses in memory, lack of concentration or impulsive behavior. Here's what's new: -The new
medications and their effectiveness -The effects of ADD on human sexuality -The differences between
male and female ADD—including falling estrogen levels and its impact on cognitive function -The power
of meditation -How to move forward with coaching And the book still includes advice about:
-Achieving balance by analyzing one's strengths and weaknesses -Getting along in groups, at work and
in intimate and family relationships—including how to decrease discord and chaos -Learning the
mechanics and methods for getting organized and improving memory -Seeking professional help,
including therapy and medication

Making the System Work for Your Child with ADHD
Offers simple psychological exercises designed to produce positive changes in children and adults with
Attention Deficit Disorder, based on the theory that ADD is a survival strategy rather than a medical
disorder. Reprint. 25,000 first printing. Tour. IP.

A Radical Guide for Women with ADHD
For over 100 years, ADHD has been seen as essentially a behavior disorder. Recent scientific research
has developed a new paradigm which recognizes ADHD as a developmental disorder of the cognitive
management system of the brain, its executive functions. This cutting-edge book pulls together key ideas
of this new understanding of ADHD, explaining them and describing in understandable language
scientific research that supports this new model. It addresses questions like: - Why can those with
ADHD focus very well on some tasks while having great difficulty in focusing on other tasks they
recognize as important? - How does brain development and functioning of persons with ADHD differ
from others? - How do impairments of ADHD change from childhood through adolescence and in
adulthood? - What treatments help to improve ADHD impairments? How do they work? Are they safe? Why do those with ADHD have additional emotional, cognitive, and learning disorders more often than
most others? - What commonly-held assumptions about ADHD have now been proven wrong by
scientific research? Psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, and other medical and mental health
professionals, as well as those affected by ADHD and their families, will find this to be am insightful
and invaluable resource.

The ADHD Advantage
Over 100,000 Copies Sold! Organizing books fall short of addressing the unique needs of adults with
ADD. They fail to understand the clinical picture of ADD and how it impacts the organizing process
often making their advice irrelevant or frustrating when put into application. Books about ADD may
address organization/disorganization but do so in a cursory fashion and on a very small scale in what are
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usually long books on the subject. This is a book that has ADD-Friendly advice with the ADDer in
mind. This collaboration brings forth the best underlying understanding with the most effective and
practical remedy from ADD experts in two important fields -- professional organization and clinical
psychology. Finally, it offers organizing advice that ranges from self-help to utilizing the help of nonprofessionals, to using professional assistance. Thus it permits the reader to decide where they are at
personally in the organizing process, and what level of support will be most beneficial to their unique
situation.

Freak Kingdom
Although the phenomenon of ADHD (Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) is well described in
children, it is now thought that in up to 60% of cases the symptoms persist into adulthood. This volume
reviews our growing knowledge of adult ADHD and presents a transatlantic perspective on the
identification, assessment and treatment of the disorder. The introductory section covers the history of
ADHD, as well as the epidemiology, consequences, gender differences and legal aspects. Detailed
descriptions of the clinical features of ADHD in adults are then given to enhance the reader's clinical
recognition and assessment. Subsequent sections cover treatment strategies, emphasising
pharmacological, psychological and social interventions. Written and edited by experts internationally
renowned for their work in ADHD, this is an essential resource for all mental health workers who
encounter adults presenting with neurodevelopmental disorders.

Scattered Minds
"Papa Fox is looking for Baby Fox, who is just out of his sight but not ours! In this clever introduction to
prepositions, a near-sighted Papa is looking for his baby. Is Baby up in the tree? Is Baby under the log?
Is Baby around the corner? Where could Baby be?"--

The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight
Explores how the ADHD gene is and has been critical to humanity's development • Shows how artists,
inventors, and innovators carry the gene necessary for the future survival of humanity • Explains why
children with the Edison gene are so often mislabeled in public schools as having a disorder • 10,000
sold in hardcover since August 2003 Thomas Edison was expelled from school for behavior that today
would label him as having Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), but his mother understood
how to salvage his self-esteem and prepare him for a lifetime of success. In The Edison Gene Thom
Hartmann shows that the creativity, impulsiveness, and distractibility that are characteristic of ADHD
are not signs of a disorder at all, but instead are components of a highly adaptive skill set utilized by our
hunting and gathering ancestors. These characteristics have been critical to the survival and development
of our modern civilization and will be vital as humanity faces new challenges in the future. Hartmann,
creator of the “hunter versus farmer” theory of ADHD, examines the latest discoveries confirming the
existence of an ADHD gene and the global catastrophe 40,000 years ago that triggered its development.
Citing examples of significant innovators in our modern era, he argues that the children who possess the
“Edison gene” have neurology that is wired to give them brilliant success as innovators, inventors,
explorers, and entrepreneurs. He offers concrete strategies for helping Edison-gene children reach their
full potential and shows that rather than being “problems,” such children are a vital gift to our society
and the world.

Healing ADD
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A study of attention deficit disorder which argues that the condition is rooted in human evolution
includes supporting evidence and reflects new advances in non-drug treatments

The Drummer and the Great Mountain - a Guidebook to Transforming Adult ADD
/ ADHD
A clinical psychologist features the true stories of 15 smart, capable people who have gotten frozen at
school, work or their relationships due to their ADHD and explains the latest research findings and
treatments to help those suffering with the condition.

Hunter and His Amazing Remote Control
For adults with ADHD, problems with attention, planning, problem solving, and controlling emotions
can make daily life an uphill battle. Fortunately, effective help is out there. No one is a better guide to
how to get the best care—and what sufferers can do for themselves—than renowned ADHD
researcher/clinician Russell A. Barkley. Dr. Barkley provides step-by-step strategies for managing
symptoms and reducing their harmful impact. Readers get hands-on self-assessment tools and skillsbuilding exercises, plus clear answers to frequently asked questions about medications and other
treatments. Specific techniques are presented for overcoming challenges in critical areas where people
with the disorder often struggle—work, finances, relationships, and more. Finally, an authoritative onestop resource for adults with ADHD who are ready to take back their lives. See also Dr. Barkley's
bestselling resource on childhood ADHD, Taking Charge of ADHD, Third Edition: The Complete,
Authoritative Guide for Parents.

Everything a Child Needs to Know about ADHD
A researcher of Attention Deficit Disorder explores the range of behavior covered by the disorder, its
possible link to genetics and evolution, and challenges faced by its sufferers, especially gifted children.
Simultaneous. 35,000 first printing. IP.

ADHD Nation
It is now possible for concerned parents to treat their child’s attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) without medication. This book shows them how. Written by a supervising psychologist who
specializes in child behavioral issues, Parenting Your Child with ADHD presents a groundbreaking
program for parents seeking to reduce their child’s inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity and
strengthen his or her capacity for self-reliance and cooperation. This unique program promotes positive
ways of interrelating and shows parents the five main ways they may have unwittingly reinforced
ADHD symptoms in the past. Far from encouraging parents to strictly manage ADHD children, this
approach promotes independence in kids so that less discipline and surveillance is necessary.
Specifically, this book helps parents promote cooperation by phrasing their requests in specific ways,
reduce pressure on their child, and acknowledge the child’s preference as a way to make cooperation a
more attractive choice to him or her. Parents learn to resolve problems related to messiness,
inappropriate silliness and intrusiveness, chores and helping family members, coordinating schedules,
sneaking and stealing, noise and yelling, and overreacting. The second part of the book moves on to
issues that take place outside the home, such as shopping excursions, family outings, and travel. Finally,
parents learn ways to increase their child’s independence and cooperation with schoolwork and
compliance in the classroom environment. The child learns the value of being knowledgeable without
the motivation of punishment or gift rewards.
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Thom Hartmann's Complete Guide to ADHD
Even for parents who "do everything right," the road to successful management of ADHD is seldom
smooth. Now leading child psychiatrist Dr. Peter Jensen guides parents over the rough patches and
around the hairpin curves in this empowering, highly informative book. Readers learn the "whats,"
"whys," and "how-tos" of making the system work-getting their money's worth from the healthcare
system, cutting through red tape at school, and making the most of fleeting time with doctors and
therapists. Dr. Jensen interweaves the combined wisdom of over 80 parents with his own insights as an
expert practitioner and the father of a child with ADHD. Packed with planning tips, resources, moral
support, and problem-solving strategies that get results, this is a book that savvy parents will turn to
again and again.

The Survival Guide for Kids with Behavior Challenges
Explains the author's hunter/farmer hypothesis about the origins of ADD and offers stories of patients
who have suceeded in life

ADD Success Stories
A guide to neurofeedback for better physical and mental health as well as greater emotional balance,
cognitive agility, and creativity • Provides easy-to-understand explanations of different neurofeedback
methods--from the LENS technique to Z-score training • Explains the benefits of this therapy for
anxiety, depression, autism, ADHD, post-traumatic stress disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, brain
injuries, stroke, Alzheimer’s, and many other ailments • Explores how to combine neurofeedback with
breathwork, mindfulness, meditation, and attention-control exercises such as Open Focus What is
neurofeedback? How does it work? And how can it help me or my family? In this guide to
neurofeedback, psychologist and neurofeedback clinician Stephen Larsen examines the countless
benefits of neurofeedback for diagnosing and treating many of the most debilitating and now pervasive
psychological and neurological ailments, including autism, ADHD, anxiety, depression, stroke, brain
injury, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and post-traumatic stress disorder. Surveying the work of
neurofeedback pioneers, Larsen explains the techniques and advantages of different neurofeedback
methods--from the LENS technique and HEG to Z-score training and Slow Cortical Potentials. He
reveals evidence of neuroplasticity--the brain’s ability to grow new neurons—and shows how
neurofeedback can nourish the aging brain and help treat degenerative conditions such as Alzheimer’s
and strokes. Examining the different types of brain waves, he shows how to recognize our own dominant
brainwave range and thus learn to exercise control over our mental states. He explains how to combine
neurofeedback with breathwork, mindfulness, meditation, and attention-control exercises such as Open
Focus. Sharing successful and almost miraculous case studies of neurofeedback patients from a broad
range of backgrounds, including veterans and neglected children, this book shows how we can nurture
our intimate relationship with the brain, improving emotional, cognitive, and creative flexibility as well
as mental health.

ADD/ADHD Alternatives in the Classroom
The most comprehensive holistic guide to transforming adult ADD / ADHD. "The Drummer and the
Great Mountain - A Guidebook to Transforming Adult ADD/ADHD" starts with the premise that
ADD/ADHD is a neurological type, not a disorder -- shared by countless artists and great minds
throughout history. It offers a soulful, comprehensive, and holistic support system for creative
individuals looking to maximize their potential and minimize their challenges with focus and
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consistency. Topics covered: Nutrition, Exercise, Emotional Support Tools, Time Management, Life
Visioning, Creating Effective Support Systems, ADD / ADHD and Addiction, Meditation and
Mindfulness Practices, and much more. Who Can Benefit: 1. Anyone diagnosed (or self-diagnosed) with
ADD / ADHD. 2. Artists, musicians, entrepreneurs, and creative-types who struggle with consistency,
structure, self-motivation, and possibly addictive tendencies. 3. People taking ADD / ADHD medication
who are looking for effective, natural alternatives. 4. Social Workers, therapists, and wellness
professionals seeking a comprehensive support plan for their clients. 5. Spouses, partners, and parents
looking for ways to effectively support their loved ones. 6. Teachers, life coaches and support
professionals wanting to discover more in-depth tools of support. "The Drummer and the Great
Mountain is an informative, practical guidebook for those of us with the artistic or entrepreneurial
temperament, offering a treasure trove of survival tools, personal growth techniques and coping
mechanisms for a personality type that can often be at odds with our linear, rational society." ~ Warren
Goldie, Author “This book seems to not only span the whole spectrum of the ADD/ADHD subject but
pierces deeply, bringing into focus the essential value of each part of our lives to augment – even perfect
– our given natures; no matter how unique, rare or misunderstood.” ~ Doro Kiley, Life Coach “Michael
has taken a deeper look at how the foods we eat affect our brain chemistry. He has done a beautiful job
explaining this phenomenon in clear and understandable terms; offering a realistic roadmap on how to
recognize and take control of detrimental dietary patterns.” ~ Jennifer Copyak, Nutritionist

A New Understanding of ADHD in Children and Adults
Offers different approaches for teaching ADD/ADHD children, including incorporating imaginative
journeys, bodily-kinesthetic cues, posters, drama, and dances into the curriculum.

Where's Baby?
How to harness your ADHD “hunter” strengths to start your own business and prosper in the workplace
• Provides organizational strategies, tips to maintain focus, and tools to set goals, build a business plan,
and discover the right project to keep you motivated • Shares ADHD success stories from Fortune 500
CEOs, inventors, small business owners, and the author’s own experience in launching new businesses
• Explains the positive side of ADHD behavior in the context of creating a business, working within an
existing company, and raising children with ADHD Most people do not “grow out” of Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD) or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). For many, their ADHD traits
have led to difficulties in school, relationships, and work. But for our hunter-gatherer ancestors these
characteristics were necessary for survival. Hunters must be easily distractible, constantly scanning their
environment, and unafraid of taking risks. When humanity experienced the agricultural revolution
10,000 years ago, a vastly different type of personality--the methodical “Farmer”--became dominant.
Most of our modern world is tailored to this Farmer personality, from 9-to-5 jobs to the structure of
public schools, leaving ADHD Hunters feeling like unsuccessful outcasts. However, the Hunter skill set
offers many opportunities for success in today’s Farmer society--if you learn how to embrace your
ADHD traits instead of fighting against them. In this step-by-step guide, Thom Hartmann explains the
positive side of Hunter behavior. He reveals how Hunters make excellent entrepreneurs, sharing ADHD
success stories from Fortune 500 CEOs, inventors, small business owners, and his own hands-on
experience in launching new businesses. Drawing on solid scientific and psychological principles, he
provides easy-to-follow organizational strategies, tips to maintain focus and create a distraction-free
workspace, and tools to set goals, build a business plan, and discover the right business project to keep
you motivated. Hartmann shares valuable advice for both the Hunter entrepreneur and the Hunter within
an existing company and for curtailing the aggressive side of the Hunter personality in group situations
or manager positions. Revealing the many ADHD opportunities hidden within the challenges of work,
relationships, and day-to-day life, Hartmann also includes tips on navigating family relationships and
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parenting--for most Hunter parents are also raising Hunter children.

Parenting Your Child with ADHD
If you’re one of the 10 million American adults with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),
every day is a struggle to keep your home, your office, your electronics, and your calendar organized.
Organizing Solutions for People with ADHD, 2nd Edition—Revised and Updated presents a simple but
effective, long-term solution to get you back in control of your life. Written by professional organizer
Susan Pinsky, it outlines a practical, ADHD-friendly organizing approach that emphasizes easy
maintenance techniques and methods for maximum efficiency, catering to the specific needs of the
ADHD population. Susan’s practical solutions address the most common organizing dilemmas among
her ADHD clientele, while also drawing on her own personal experience as the mother of a child with
ADHD. Color photos, useful tips, and bulleted lists make this a quick and manageable read, no matter
how fleeting your attention span. Armed with this unique, step-by-step approach to organizing, you'll
receive the tools and the knowledge you need to eliminate stress from your home and lead a happier,
healthier, more organized life.

Beyond ADD
A pioneering expert in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder draws on the latest scientific and medical
research to explain why America's school systems have failed to help children diagnosed with ADHD
and to call for parents to take an activist role in promoting alternative methods of educating youngsters.
Original. 25,000 first printing.

Attention Deficit Disorder
Driven to Distraction (Revised)
Groundbreaking and comprehensive, Driven to Distraction has been a lifeline to the approximately
eighteen million Americans who are thought to have ADHD. Now the bestselling book is revised and
updated with current medical information for a new generation searching for answers. Through vivid
stories and case histories of patients—both adults and children—Hallowell and Ratey explore the varied
forms ADHD takes, from hyperactivity to daydreaming. They dispel common myths, offer helpful
coping tools, and give a thorough accounting of all treatment options as well as tips for dealing with a
diagnosed child, partner, or family member. But most importantly, they focus on the positives that can
come with this “disorder”—including high energy, intuitiveness, creativity, and enthusiasm.

ADHD in Adults
Teach self-control to your third and fourth grade children by using their buttons on their remote controls.
The book contains an activity guide and an illustrated storybook.

Smart But Stuck
A newly revised and updated edition of the classic guide to reframing our view of ADHD and embracing
its benefits • Explains that people with ADHD are not disordered or dysfunctional, but simply “hunters
in a farmer’s world”--possessing a unique mental skill set that would have allowed them to thrive in a
hunter-gatherer society • Offers concrete non-drug methods and practices to help hunters--and their
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parents, teachers, and managers--embrace their differences, nurture creativity, and find success in
school, at work, and at home • Reveals how some of the world’s most successful people can be labeled
as ADHD hunters, including Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Edison, and Andrew Carnegie With 10 percent
of the Western world’s children suspected of having Attention Deficit Disorder, or ADHD, and a
growing number of adults self-diagnosing after decades of struggle, the question must be raised: How
could Nature make such a “mistake”? In this updated edition of his groundbreaking classic, Thom
Hartmann explains that people with ADHD are not abnormal, disordered, or dysfunctional, but simply
“hunters in a farmer’s world.” Often highly creative and single-minded in pursuit of a self-chosen goal,
those with ADHD symptoms possess a unique mental skill set that would have allowed them to thrive in
a hunter-gatherer society. As hunters, they would have been constantly scanning their environment,
looking for food or threats (distractibility); they’d have to act without hesitation (impulsivity); and
they’d have to love the high-stimulation and risk-filled environment of the hunting field. With our
structured public schools, office workplaces, and factories those who inherit a surplus of “hunter skills”
are often left frustrated in a world that doesn’t understand or support them. As Hartmann shows, by
reframing our view of ADHD, we can begin to see it not as a disorder, but as simply a difference and, in
some ways, an advantage. He reveals how some of the world’s most successful people can be labeled as
ADHD hunters and offers concrete non-drug methods and practices to help hunters--and their parents,
teachers, and managers--embrace their differences, nurture creativity, and find success in school, at
work, and at home. Providing a supportive “survival” guide to help fine tune your natural skill set, rather
than suppress it, Hartmann shows that each mind--whether hunter, farmer, or somewhere in
between--has value and great potential waiting to be tapped.

The Edison Gene
More than 1 in 7 American children get diagnosed with ADHD - three times what experts have said is
appropriate - meaning that millions of kids are misdiagnosed and taking medications such as Adderall or
Concerta for a psychiatric condition they probably do not have. The numbers rise every year. And still,
many experts and drug companies deny any cause for concern. In fact, they say that adults and the rest
of the world should embrace ADHD and that its medications will transform their lives.

Giant Hunter
In graphic novel format, tells the exciting story of a day in the life of an Andrewsarcus, or Giant Hunter.
Through powerful illustrations and honest, yet inoffensive, descriptions, readers learn where these top
predators lived and the dangers they posed to others in their prehistoric homes

Organizing Solutions for People with ADHD, 2nd Edition-Revised and Updated
An updated edition incorporates the latest findings in genetics, molecular biology, and neuroscience to
discuss the factors that contribute to human identity and activity, in a volume that considers such topics
as aggression, attachment, gender differences, and mental illness. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.

Living with ADHD
DISCOVER THE ADHD SOLUTION FOR YOUR CHILD Dr. James Greenblatt has seen thousands of
children and adults struggling with the symptoms of ADHD – hyperactivity, inattentiveness,
impulsiveness, and often irritability and combativeness. Rather than simply prescribing medication for
their ADHD symptoms, he tailors remedies to his patients’ individual needs, detecting and treating the
underlying causes of the disorder. Finally Focused provides proven natural and medical methods to
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easily treat problems such as nutritional deficiencies or excesses, dysbiosis (a microbial imbalance
inside the body), sleeping difficulties, and food allergies, all of which surprisingly can cause or worsen
the symptoms of ADHD. Using Dr. Greenblatt’s effective Plus-Minus Healing Plan, parents will first
understand the reasons behind their child's symptoms, and then be able to eliminate them by addressing
the child’s unique pattern of biological weakness. Adults with ADHD can do the same for themselves.
And if conventional medication is still necessary, this integrative approach will minimize or even
eliminate troublesome side effects. Using Dr. Greenblatt’s expert advice, millions of children and adults
with ADHD finally will get the help they need to achieve true wellness.

ADHD and the Edison Gene
Many kids and teens have challenges when it comes to behavior. In this revised edition of his timetested book, Thomas McIntyre provides up-to-date information, practical strategies, and sound advice to
help kids learn to make smarter choices, make and keep friends, get along with teachers, take
responsibility for their actions, work toward positive change, and enjoy the results of their better
behavior. New to this edition are an “Are you ready to change?” quiz, updated glossary and resources,
and a fresh organization and design. This is a book for any young person who needs help with behavior.
A special section at the back addresses diagnosed behavior disorders.

ADD-Friendly Ways to Organize Your Life
Women with Attention Deficit Disorder, psychotherapist Sari Solden's, groundbreaking book, explains
how every year, millions of withdrawn little girls and chronically overwhelmed women go undiagnosed
with Attention Deficit Disorder because they don't fit the stereotypical profile: they're not fast-talking,
hyperactive, or inattentive, and they are not male. This pioneering book explores treatment and
counseling options, and uses real-life case histories to examine the special challenges women with
AD/HD face, such as the shame of not fulfilling societal expectations. Solden explains that AD/HD
affects just as many women as men, and often results in depression, disorganization, anxiety, and
underachievement. Included in this revised edition is a brand new chapter on friendship challenges for
women with AD/HD. Three empowering steps -- restructuring one's life, renegotiating relationships, and
redefining self-image -- help women take control of their lives and enjoy success on their own terms.
"Sari Solden has used her personal and professional experience to shine some light into the dark closet
inhabited by far too many ADD women She empowers ADD women by validating their experience as
worthwhile human beings who struggle with serious organizational problems in many areas of their
lives." (Kate Kelly and Peggy Ramundo, authors of You Mean I'm Not Lazy, Stupid, or Crazy")

Attention Deficit Disorder
Describes how ADHD symptoms can be leveraged and provide advantages by focusing on strengths,
such as energy and creativity, rather than deficits.

Taking Charge of Adult ADHD
"ADHD Secrets of Success, an update of Thom Hartmann's critically-acclaimed Focus Your Energy,
will help ADHDers understand and overcome the symptoms of their condition that may hold them back,
and take advantage of the traits marking them for success"--Page 4 of cover.

You Mean I'm Not Lazy, Stupid or Crazy?!
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The story of Hunter S. Thompson's crusade against Richard Nixon and the threat of fascism in
America--and the devastating price he paid for it Hunter S. Thompson is often misremembered as a wisecracking, drug-addled cartoon character. This book reclaims him for what he truly was: a fearless
opponent of corruption and fascism, one who sacrificed his future well-being to fight against it,
rewriting the rules of journalism and political satire in the process. This skillfully told and dramatic story
shows how Thompson saw through Richard Nixon's treacherous populism and embarked on a lifedefining campaign to stop it. In his fevered effort to expose institutional injustice, Thompson pushed
himself far beyond his natural limits, sustained by drugs, mania, and little else. For ten years, he cast
aside his old ambitions, troubled his family, and likely hastened his own decline, along the way
producing some of the best political writing in our history. This timely biography recalls a period of
anger and derangement in American politics, and one writer with the guts to tell the truth.

The Tangled Wing
A call to consciousness that combines spirituality and ecology and offers hope for the future. As the
world's population explodes, cultures and species are wiped out, and we have now reached the halfway
point of our supplies of oil, humans the world over are confronting difficult choices about how to create
a future which works. Thom Hartmann proposes that the ony lasting solution to the crises we face is to
re-learn the lessons our ancient ancestors knew - lessons that allowed them to live sustainably for
hundreds of thousands of years - but which we've forgotten. Hartmann shows how to find this new and
yet ancient way of seeing the world and the life on and in it, allowing us to touch that place where the
survival of humanity may be found.

ADHD Secrets of Success
Explores how the ADHD gene is and has been critical to humanity’s development • Shows how artists,
inventors, and innovators carry the gene necessary for the future survival of humanity • Explains why
children with this gene are so often mislabeled in public schools as having a disorder • Offers concrete
strategies for helping children reach their full potential In ADHD and the Edison Gene, Thom Hartmann
shows that the creativity, impulsiveness, risk taking, distractibility, and novelty seeking that are
characteristic of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) are not signs of a disorder at all but
instead are components of a highly adaptive skill set utilized by our hunting and gathering ancestors.
These characteristics have been critical to the survival and development of our modern civilization and
will be vital as humanity faces new challenges in the future. Hartmann, creator of the “hunter versus
farmer” theory of ADHD, examines the differences in neurology between people with ADHD and those
without, sharing recent discoveries that confirm the existence of an ADHD gene and the global
catastrophe 40,000 years ago that triggered its development. He cites examples of significant innovators
with ADHD traits, such as Ben Franklin and Thomas Edison, and argues that the children who possess
the ADHD gene have neurology that is wired to give them brilliant success as artists, innovators,
inventors, explorers, and entrepreneurs. Emphasizing the role that parents and teachers can play in
harnessing the advantages of ADHD, he shares the story of how Edison was expelled from school for
ADHD-related behavior and luckily his mother understood how to salvage his self-esteem and prepare
him for a lifetime of success. Offering concrete strategies for nurturing, educating, and helping these
children reach their full potential, Hartmann shows that rather than being “problems” such children are a
vital gift to our society and the world.

Women with Attention Deficit Disorder
Written from the inside by a person who himself has ADD, with the wisdom gained through years of
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medical practice and research, Scattered Minds explodes the myth of ADD as a genetically based illness,
offering real hope and advice for children and adults who live with this disorder. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Finally Focused
Live boldly as a woman with ADHD! This radical guide will show you how to cultivate your individual
strengths, honor your neurodiversity, and learn to communicate with confidence and clarity. If you are a
woman with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), you’ve probably known—all your life—that
you’re different. As girls, we learn which behaviors, thinking, learning, and working styles are
preferred, which are accepted and tolerated, and which are frowned upon. These preferences are
communicated in innumerable ways—from media and books to our first-grade classroom to conversations
with our classmates and parents. Over the course of a lifetime, women with ADHD learn through
various channels that the way they think, work, speak, relate, and act does not match up with the
preferred way of being in the world. In short, they learn that difference is bad. And, since these women
know that they are different, they learn that they are bad. It’s time for a change. A Radical Guide for
Women with ADHD is the first guided workbook for women with ADHD designed to break the cycle of
negative self-talk and shame-based narratives that stem from the common and limiting belief that brain
differences are character flaws. In this unique guide, you’ll find a groundbreaking approach that blends
traditional ADHD treatment with contemporary treatment methods, such as acceptance and commitment
therapy (ACT), to help you untangle yourself from the beliefs that have kept you from reaching your
potential in life. If you’re ready to develop a strong, bold, and confident sense of self, embrace your
unique brain-based differences, and cultivate your individual strengths, this step-by-step workbook will
help guide the way.

Adult ADHD
A new understanding of ADD, along with practical information on how to recognize and treat the
disorder A leading expert in the assessment and treatment of Attention Deficit Disorder/Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder dispels myths and offers reassuring, practical information about
treatments. Drawing on recent findings in neuroscience and a rich variety of case studies from his own
clinical practive, Dr. Thomas E. Brown describes what ADD syndrome is, how it can be recognized at
different ages, and how it can best be treated.This is the first book to address the perplexing question
about ADD: how can individuals, some very bright, be chronically unable to "pay attention," yet be able
to focus very well on specific tasks that strongly interest them? Dr. Brown disputes the "willpower"
explanation and explains how inherited malfunctions of the brain's management system prevent some
people from being able to deal adequately with challenging tasks of childhood, adolescence, and
adulthood. His book is an authoritative and practical guide for physicians and psychologists, parents and
teachers, and the 7 to 9 percent of persons who suffer from ADD/ADHD.
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